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--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ## See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional ## information regarding copyright ownership. ## ## This is
free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it ## under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ## published by the Free Software Foundation; either version
2.1 of ## the License, or (at your option) any later version. ## ## This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, ## but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of ## MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ## Lesser General Public License for more details. ## ## You should have
received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public ## License along with this software; if not, write to the Free ## Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

## 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: ## --------------------------------------------------------------------------- abstract package elementpackage with SPARK_Mode=>On; package body
elementpackage is procedure Print (Obj : in out Element_Type) is procedure Done; pragma Unreferenced (Done); Dummy : constant Integer := Debug; pragma Assert (Dummy > 0);

Procedure Done is new Ada.Unchecked_Deallocation (My_Object, My_Object'Access); begin null; end Print; end elementpackage;
/***************************************************************************** * * PROJECT: Multi Theft Auto v1.0 * LICENSE: See LICENSE in the top level directory * FILE
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We all know how important the best driver will be for your computer and thatÂ .Q: How to limit the
number of records inserted on a trigger in Oracle I have a table with just over 1 billion records and I
need to trigger a stored procedure to insert a new record into that table. The trigger needs to check
if that record was already present. If yes, simply return. If not, run the stored procedure and insert

the record into the table. In this case, we have a very complex system and time is of the essence (it
will take weeks to get this thing running), but it will cost more to insert the same record again and

again as the procedure is always executed. So, I need to limit the number of times that procedure is
executed in a while loop. I think I can use a loop which stops once it hits the maximum number, but
that wont guarantee it stops before the procedure is run twice. I'm not sure where to start here... A:
For your particular case you want LIMIT/OFFSET, and that can be used by a row number function for

the WHERE clause. INSERT INTO table (col1, col2, col3) SELECT * FROM table@mytable WHERE
rownum = 1 AND col1 = val1 AND col2 = val2 AND col3 = val3 OFFSET 0 -- start at first row LIMIT 1
-- no more than one row Q: Help with calculus integral $$\int\frac{1}{\tan^2x-\sin^2x}dx$$ I tried

to use $u=\tan x,\,\,du=\sec^2x\,dx$ then $dv=\frac{1}{1+u^2}$, but it did not help A: Let
$u=\tan(x)$ then $du=\sec^2(x)dx$ then by using $\tan^2(x)+\sec^2(x)$ in denominator :

$$I=\int\frac{1}{\frac{u^2}{\tan^2(x)+\sec^2(x)}}\times \frac 6d1f23a050
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